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ABSTRACT---The arrival of the big data era brings not only opportunities but also challenges to statistics teaching. It
is of great significance to explore the statistics teaching mode under the big data environment. Closely following the
frontier of Statistics teaching research in the big data environment, this paper combs the literature on statistics teaching
research in the big data environment. Through analysis, it is found that the statistics teaching should give consideration
to "systematicness" and "pertinence" closely with the pace of the era, constantly cultivate big data thinking, and make
good use of statistics, a "sharp tool" for mining data value, so as to better serve social development in the big data
environment.
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1. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of Internet, cloud computing, artificial intelligence and IOT, the wide popularization of
mobile terminals, the rapid development of e-commerce, logistics and other platforms, the extensive use of micro-blog
（tweeter）and other social platforms, the data volume increases sharply[1][2][3] ,which is changing the way we live and
comprehend the world, changing the operation of markets, governments and organizations, becomes a source of new value
creation[4], and an important strategic resource for social development[5] [6]. Statistics, as a sharp tool to dig "data value",
has become a core course or compulsory course for many majors in colleges and universities across home and abroad, so
it plays an important role. However, the arrival of the big data era brings both opportunities and challenges to statistics [7],
and set a higher demand for the training of statistics talents[8]. Considering the traditional statistics teaching can no longer
meet the requirements of the development of the era, many scholars have swerved to the big data environment. Combing
the relevant research on Statistics teaching in the big data environment, especially the frontier of Statistics teaching research
in the big data environment, this paper is dedicated to the theoretical and practical research of Statistics teaching in the big
data environment.

2. RELEVANT RESEARCH
2.1 Research on teaching system
Some scholars have discussed the Statistics teaching system in the big data environment. For example, Xue Gang
(2021) proposed "changing teaching thinking, optimizing teaching content, connecting majors effectively, strengthening
software application, combining multiple assessment methods etc [9]. Cai Jing et al. (2021) analyzed the practical teaching
system in the big data environment and emphasized "combination of professional practice and innovative practice" and
"combination of subject competitions and innovation activities[10]. Zhu Jixu et al.(2020) presented a four-sphere integrated
practical teaching system of "curriculum practice - social practice - comprehensive training - graduation practice"[11]. Jiang
Liufang (2019) suggested a three-optimization teaching system of "thinking optimization, mode optimization and content
optimization"[12]. Cheng Sheng (2018) offered some measures to reconstruct the teaching system and content, innovate the
teaching mode and pay attention to the practical links[13]. Additionally, Pan Baoguo (2016) constructed a practical teaching
system from different dimensions of professional curriculum, practical teaching mode, assessment system, teaching base
construction, innovation incentive, graduation design, dual qualified teacher training, platform construction etc [14]. It can
be seen that the "teaching system" of statistics involves many aspects, such as curriculum, society, training, graduation,
platform, assessment, incentive and so on. These aspects complement each other and form a perfect statistical teaching
system.
2.2 Research on Statistics teaching from major perspective
Other scholars have explored the statistics teaching mode in the big data environment from "major perspective". For
example, Wang Huifang (2021), Zhan Haoyong (2021) and Zhou Jingmiao (2021) pointed out that the traditional statistics
teaching in economics and management majors can not keep pace with the era such as alienation of theory and practice,
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single teaching methods , and put forward multi-dimensional teaching, practical teaching, efficient assessment system,
converted teaching methods, open circular teaching, internship and other coping strategies[15][16][17]. In addition, Gu Jianhua
(2016) proposed the Statistics curriculum system for economics and Management Majors, including five subsystems:
elective subsystem, practice subsystem, case subsystem, application subsystem and basic subsystem[18]. Liu Shirui et al.
(2020) ,taking psychology and education as example, studied statistics teaching in the big data environment and pointed
out that "content, method and thought" are the key elements of Statistics teaching in the big data environment[19]. Zou Yuye
(2019) took "shipping" major as example to analyze the statistics teaching under the background of big data, and put
forward a five-sphere integrated statistics teaching mode of "objective - content - Method - means - Assessment[20]. Deng
Xiaoqin (2020) explored into the Statistics curriculum reform model from "finance" major, pointed out problems in the
teaching of financial statistics, such as "incomplete system", "limited teaching materials", "rigid model" and "few cases",
and put forward the strategy of "optimization expansion mixing quantification" [21]. Zhang Huidong (2019) analyzed the
Statistics teaching mode under the big data background of social security major, and gave the realization ways through
"interest orientation", "multi teaching forms", "multi-dimensional evaluation", "being skilled and networked" [22]. Zhang
Ning (2017)，immersed in the statistics teaching mode of "health management" under the background of big data,
concluded health statistics teaching should cultivate applied statistics talent in health, and improve the teaching level by
"simplifying derivation and emphasizing application, multi case teaching and statistical thinking training to meet the era
needs [23]. Tang Zaixiang (2017) discussed the new teaching mode of medical statistics in the big data environment, and
put forward strategies such as focusing on data driving, breaking through weak links, cultivating big data thinking, fresh
case teaching, project-based teaching and so on[24]. Li Suo et al. (2017) analyzed the "new form" and "new thinking" of
Statistics teaching for biology majors, and pointed out that biostatistics teaching should adhere to the principle of "from
life and making complexity simple", and effectively combine heuristic case teaching and inquiry case teaching, which is
conducive to improving the quality and effect of Statistics teaching[25]. Li Guanjun et al. (2015) analyzed the reform mode
of statistics course for logistics major, and pointed out that current logistics industry has become an important source of
big data, and statistics a sharp tool for analyzing logistics data，with also some problems in the current statistics teaching,
such as weak professional relevance and content divorced from the era[26]. Therefore, he proposed "strengthening the
cognition of big data, understanding the universality of basic statistical methods , perceiving professional cases of statistics
from three aspects of Statistics major. Based on a comprehensive analysis, it is found that statistics teaching and research
is involved with economics and management, finance, psychology, social security, aviation management, logistics, health
management, biology and other majors, ranging across different majors of liberal arts, engineering and medicine, which
share both "Commonness" and "characteristics". Therefore, it is rich and colorful to do research from major perspective.
2.3 Research on teaching evaluation
Some scholars have also studied statistics teaching in the big data environment from the perspective of teaching evaluation.
For example, Peng Jiaying (2020) studied the teaching quality evaluation under the background of big data, believed that
the teaching quality evaluation should include two aspects: monitoring analysis and evaluation analysis of online teaching
quality , pointed out that targeted teaching design and efficient utilization of online teaching data are conducive to improve
the quality of online teaching[27]. Sun Rong (2020) proposed an evaluation index system of statistics teaching ability in the
big data era, including three primary indicators of "teaching level - professional knowledge - data literacy" and 11
secondary indicators, then made an empirical analysis by using AHP (analytic hierarchy process) [28]. Wang Zhenlei (2019)
analyzed the current situation of Statistics teaching from teaching methods, curriculum system and practical teaching, and
constructed the "wisdom" teaching mode of statistics under the big data environment from training objectives, curriculum,
teaching evaluation[8]. Liang Lei (2017) believed that the teaching ability of statistics in the big data environment can be
improved and evaluated from three aspects: the new curriculum system, the relationship between old and new knowledge,
and the focus of national statistics[29]. It can be seen that the evaluation system of statistics teaching involves teaching,
knowledge, literacy, supervision, objective, curriculum etc. From the perspective of method, AHP is effective.
2.4 Research on talent training
"Talent training", as an important content of statistics, has also been stressed by scholars. For example, Fu Zichun (2020)
discussed the training mode of composite talents of Statistics major under the background of big data, and put forward the
trinity training strategy of "curriculum design optimization - teaching method informatization - resource integration and
competition participation[30]. Zhang Chen et al. (2018), focusing on the problem of "disconnection from reality" in the
teaching and talent training of Statistics major under the background of big data, put forward three measures for talent
training of big data statistics, including"enhancing responsibility consciousness", "demand-oriented optimization of
curriculum setting" and "active teaching mode"[31]. Xue Jing (2018) pointed out that statistics teaching in colleges and
universities inclines to the cultivation of "theoretical" talents,which is contradictory to the demand of "comprehensive"
talent in the era of big data, and therefore put forward a talent training mode of "strengthening teacher comprehensive
ability", "open teaching", "student multifaceted ability training" and " school enterprise cooperation[32]. Wan Yuanyuan
(2018) , taking the statistics course software "R language" as example, studied the training mode of Statistics "applicationoriented" talents in the big data era, and found it is the systematic learning of R language and constantly stimulating
students' interest and creativity that help the combination of "theory" and "practice" and the cultivation of application-
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oriented talents[33]. Chen Yizhi (2016) studied "statistical thinking" in the context of big data, pointed out that statistical
thinking, as a way of thinking to understand the world, has the same basic status with philosophy and mathematics, and
believed that cultivating statistical talents in the environment of big data requires three abilities: systematic thinking ability,
dialectical thinking ability, and logical thinking ability[34]. To sum up, shows that the talent training in statistics should
integrate theory with practice, interest with creativity in respect of curriculum optimization, teaching informatization,
competition participation and demand orientation.
2.5 Research on teaching methods and strategies
Some scholars have explored statistics teaching in the big data environment from the perspective of "teaching
methods". For example, Han Jingshu (2019) raised "teaching team construction", "teaching content optimization" and
"effective connection with data mining Courses" as the three magic weapons to improve the teaching methods of statistics
courses under the background of big data[35]. Wu Dongwu et al. (2017) ], focusing on "modular teaching", constructed the
teaching mode of management decision-making (including several modules such as data preprocessing, data processing,
data information , management decision-making), which enriched and improved the statistics teaching method system
under the environment[36]. Gao Kaiyan (2018) conducted statistics experiment teaching practice in big data environment
on Excel platform,meanwhile,analyzing the advantages and shortcomings of the platform[37]. Guo Yingchun (2016) pointed
out some problems in the current statistics teaching, such as "more theoretical and less vivid" , "separation of software use
and theory teaching", and then raised countermeasures such as "case teaching", "combination of theory and practice",
"stimulating innovative consciousness" and "adapting to the era demands [38]. Zhang Qian (2020) , taking "Applied
Statistics" as example to analyze the "achievement-oriented" statistics teaching reform mode under the big data
environment, proposed a new statistics teaching mode including "de-conceptualization teaching", "exploratory teaching"
and "Data-Driven practice teaching"[39]. Miao Jianhua et al. (2020) proposed the teaching method of combining "online
teaching" (relying on "theol" and "cloud class" platform) and "offline teaching" (adopting the mode of "theory + practice
+ experiment)"[40].
Other scholars have studied statistics teaching in the big data environment. For example, Sun Xin et al. (2017) who
pointed out that the advent of the big data era has brought a great impact on the traditional statistics teaching mode, put
forward teaching strategies such as "shifting theory teaching to project solution", "focusing on network channels" and
"teaching students according to their aptitude" [41]. Rong Zhuqing et al.(2017) proposed the strategies of "admiring class
application", "big data technology to realize personalized teaching" and "following the three principles of systematization ,
applicability and pertinence " in view of the problems existing in the teaching of Applied Statistics [42]. Dou Dengquan et
al. (2018) ,aware of higher requirements for all aspects of statistics teaching in the big data era, proposed a four-sphere
response strategy of "teaching objectives - teaching contents - teaching methods - Teaching Assessment[43]. Gu Xiaoyan
(2019) ,analyzing the application-oriented teaching mode under the background of big data in management statistics ,
proposed three reform strategies of "teaching content optimization", "application orientation" and "concentration on
process assessment[44]. Additionally, Li Aijie (2016) proposed the strategies of "breaking the inherent thinking mode",
"basic teaching + curriculum content expansion", "innovative teaching mode" and "cultivating big data thinking", to
cultivate "applied" and "compound" talents[45].
It is found that the teaching methodology of statistics should lay emphasis on the combination of "online and offline",
of "team building and teaching content optimization", of "software and theory", of "de-concept - inquiry - data-driven",
and of "systematization - applicability - pertinence".

3. CONCLUSION AND ENLIGHTENMENT
3.1 Conclusion
It is concluded that the existing research range wide, from the "teaching system" and "teaching evaluation" of statistics
to the "talent training" , "teaching methods and strategies" of statistics under the background of big data, from statistics
teaching research with some certain "universal" significance among different majors, to statistics teaching research
in"professional perspective", which comes to a research framework of Statistics teaching in the big data environment as
shown in Figure 1. Under the support of "big data in different fields" (i.e. big data in different fields, such as government
big data, enterprise big data, scientific research big data, education big data, and in terms of industry, such as commercial
big data, industrial big data, agricultural big data, medical big data, financial big data, etc.), it can form a brand-new
statistics teaching mode suitable for the big data environment in the best use of teaching system, effective teaching
evaluation mechanism, correct teaching methods and reasonable talent training mechanism in line with specific majors or
industries.
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Figure 1 Statistics teaching framework in big data environment
3.2 Enlightenment
It can be enlightened from the above analysis: firstly, statistics teaching should concentrate on not only
"systematicness" (that is, the teaching of statistics should be regarded as a "system engineering", including systematic
content, methods and evaluation), but also "pertinence" (such as individualized teaching); secondly, statistics teaching
should march to the era. For example, with the advent of 5G and AI, "big data" is characteristic of such as
"intelligence","strong ubiquity", which raises new requirements for statistics teaching. Therefore, educators engaged in
statistics teaching should follow closely with the development and strive to learn relevant statistical methods, technologies,
platforms (software) in order to better meet the needs of the era; finally, in the process of statistics teaching, we should
help teachers and students cultivate "big data thinking" , establish an awareness that "big data is an important strategic
resource", recognize the strategic value of big data, and utilize statistics to dig data value, so as to better serve the
development of society.
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